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Autumn Statement 2016 
 

An offer for everyone 

 

Summary of key points: 

 

As the Prime Minister has highlighted, we simply need to build more homes. We, as a nation, 

haven’t built enough houses for decades and are currently 100,000 short of the number we 

need to build each year. This is having a real impact on the lives of ordinary families who, faced 

with high housing costs, find themselves just managing. 

 

Housing associations are ready and able to step up to this challenge by ramping up supply at a 

time of economic uncertainty. They have a strong track record of doing this and want to work in 

partnership with the Government to deliver 335,000 homes over the lifetime of this Parliament 

– more than a third of the Government’s ambitious one million home manifesto commitment.  

 

To do that we offer £6 of private investment for every £1 of public money, maximum flexibility in 

the way we use our existing resources and a guarantee that all profits are reinvested in homes 

and communities. What we need from the Government is: 

 

1. Flexible funding  

2. Additional investment  

3. Innovative products  

4. Access to land  

5. Unlocking private finance 
  



 

                                              

Executive summary - an offer for everyone 

As the Prime Minister has highlighted, for far too many people life is much harder than it 

should be. Faced with high housing costs and a rising cost of living, millions of families are just 

managing. They are looking to government to step in and repair the dysfunctional housing 

market and this paper sets out a series of measures that help achieve this. Together, these 

proposals will help tackle one of the big structural problems within our economy that is holding 

people back – the shortage of affordable homes.  

 

We are delighted that the Prime Minister has put housebuilding front and centre of her active 

industrial strategy. Housing associations are ready and able to step up to the challenge of 

ramping up supply at a time of economic uncertainty. They have a strong track record of doing 

this. During the height of the crash between 2007 and 2009, output from private developers 

dropped 37%. Housing associations increased their output by 22% over the same period. 

 

The sector wants to do this again and work in partnership with the Government to tackle the 

housing deficit once and for all. To help achieve this, housing associations want to build 335,000 

homes over the lifetime of this Parliament – more than a third of government’s ambitious one 

million home manifesto commitment. To do that we offer £6 of private investment for every £1 

of public money, maximum flexibility in how we use our existing resources and a guarantee that 

all profits are reinvested in homes and communities. What we need from the Government is: 

 

1. Flexible funding – The Government has already identified £7bn for housebuilding. By 

investing this flexibly, housing associations could build more homes, more quickly. 

2. Additional investment – Building more affordable homes must be part of the Government’s 

active industrial strategy. £3bn would allow associations to build an extra 100,000 houses.    

3. Innovative products – Flexible funding frees associations up to innovate further. We have 

developed a new mechanism to offer home ownership to low and middle income families. 

4. Access to land – Government has identified enough public land to deliver 160,000 homes. It 

should give associations priority access to this in return for speeding up building rates. 

5. Unlocking private finance – We understand that up to £4bn of unused government 

guarantee capacity currently exists. This should be allocated to affordable housebuilding. 

 

In addition to these measures we believe that, to allow associations as independent businesses 

to effectively manage their assets and deliver their ambition, they need the flexibility to set their 

own rents. We would welcome more detailed discussion with the Government on how this may 

operate. We would also like to continue our conversations with the Government about how we 

can put supported housing on a stable footing for the long-term, deliver on the Government’s 

commitment to deregulate housing associations so that they can be reclassified as private 

bodies and ensure the effective delivery of the Voluntary Right to Buy.  

 

This submission sets out five measures that would deliver a step change in affordable 

housebuilding. Together, these proposals would support housing associations to work in 

partnership with the Government to build homes to buy, rent and part-own in every part of the 

country, delivering a housing offer for everyone.  



 

                                              

1. Flexible funding  

We are delighted that the Housing Minister has highlighted the need to for more flexibility in 

how the affordable housing budget is set. A simple change in the way government invests in 

affordable homes – from a focus on tenure and towards housebuilding numbers – would help 

ramp up supply. 

 

The Government could move quickly on this by making the Shared Ownership and Affordable 

Homes Programme (SOAHP) funding available on a more flexible basis. This would have an 

immediate impact. We have consulted with developing housing associations about the bids they 

have recently submitted to this programme. Had there been greater flexibility on tenure, 

associations would have bid to build 60% more homes – and a third of associations would have 

more than doubled the number of houses they bid for.  

 

We estimate that investing the remainder of the SOAHP programme’s £4.7bn flexibly could 

deliver 155,000 new affordable homes. If you took the same approach to the £2.3bn allocated 

for the remediation of brownfield land for Starter Homes, a further 75,000 new affordable 

homes could be built. Together this would support the delivery of 230,000 new homes.  

 

A more flexible approach to funding for the long-term 

As the Prime Minister said in her speech to Conservative Party Conference, we simply need to 

build more homes. We, as a nation, haven’t built enough houses for decades and are currently 

100,000 short of the number we need to build each year. We need to tackle this in a way that 

delivers the maximum number of homes for every pound the taxpayer puts in. To achieve that 

the Government should apply the more flexible approach to all housing investment. 

 

Rather than focusing on just one tenure, housing associations would negotiate an agreed level 

of public investment to deliver affordable homes, but outline an indicative mix of options – 

between rent to buy, shared ownership, social rent, affordable rent and other innovative 

products. They would then report on this every six months, with the flexibility to adapt the 

indicative mix based on local market circumstances.  

 

For example, housing associations could contract with government or its agencies to build 

1,000 new homes over four years. They would identify tenures to reflect local need, including 

everything from affordable or social rent to shared ownership and other innovative near-

market products. Housing associations would also be able to deliver comprehensive estate 

regeneration programmes, providing better quality homes that are designed to meet the needs 

of local communities. In exchange, the Government would invest an agreed sum of money. 

Taking this flexible approach to tenure would allow associations to work with the grain of local 

markets, ultimately delivering more homes for the same amount of government investment.  

 

2. Additional investment 

As the Prime Minister has rightly argued, to tackle the housing deficit and repair the 

dysfunctional housing market, government needs to invest in building more affordable homes. 

This will not only help ensure ordinary working class people can get onto the housing ladder, it 

will also boost the British economy during a period of economic uncertainty.  



 

                                              

Housing drives growth with a speed and effectiveness few industries can match. Every 

affordable home built generates an additional £106,000 in the economy and creates 2.2 jobs. 

That represents one of the highest multiplier effects of any industry – a greater economic 

impact than investment in health, offshore wind or financial services. 

 

The Government is already investing significant funds in affordable housing. However, given the 

scale of the crisis and the quick and significant impact that affordable housebuilding can make 

to the wider economy, it is crucial that we use the power of government to drive up supply.  

 

An additional £3bn of flexible funding would allow associations to deliver a further 100,000 

homes. By bringing together this additional investment with the £7bn already committed, the 

Government would be able to inject £10bn into housebuilding, delivering 335,000 new affordable 

homes over the course of this Parliament. We estimate that associations would deliver a third 

of these for ownership, a third for sub-market rent and a third for innovative new home 

ownership products such as the one set out below. 

 

3. ‘Buy as you go’ -  a new home ownership product for those just managing 

A flexible approach to investment would not only allow housing associations to build more 

homes more quickly, it would also foster greater innovation. As well as helping those in 

greatest need, the sector has long provided homes for low and middle income families who are 

in work but struggling. The sector wants to build on this heritage and would look to make the 

most of flexible funding by developing innovative new financing mechanisms targeted squarely 

at these people, with a particular focus on those for whom borrowing is not an option. 

 

Many housing associations are already creating new products to meet the needs of this group. 

Across the north, Home Group have developed a new innovative way for tenants to save for a 

deposit to support them onto the housing ladder. In the South West, Tamar Housing’s Rent Plus 

model is helping families into home ownership. In Cumbria, Two Castles are developing a new 

product where tenants can build equity stakes with their rent. 

 

We want to build on this ground-breaking work by developing a product that, with government 

support, can be scaled up into a national offer for these families. We have identified 1.4 million 

people who are not served by current housing options. Many aspire to own their home but are 

currently living in the private rented sector on salaries below the national average. They 

struggle to borrow money via a mortgage due to insecure work. They are not able to access 

social or affordable housing or afford shared ownership or Starter Homes, and 40% of them are 

families with children. With flexible funding, housing associations could deliver a new home 

ownership product at scale for them that: 

 

 Would not require a deposit, which is a major barrier to homeownership for low and middle 

income families. Research by the Resolution Foundation shows that it will take this group 

22 years on average to save for a deposit compared to three years 20 years ago.   

 Would allow people to start building up equity from day one, and own their home outright 

after 25 years.  

 Would involve lower monthly payments than market rent. 



 

                                              

How it would work 

 The customer would make monthly, contractual payments broadly equivalent to 90% of 

the market rent in their local authority area. This would take up no more than 35% of 

their net income and would be more affordable than renting a similar property privately. 

The monthly payment would cover both a rental payment and the acquisition of equity in 

the property, with the split between rent and equity changing over the course of the 

tenancy. 

 

 They would be offered on a long-term tenancy. This would ensure payments were more 

predictable, certain and transparent than the private rented sector.  

 

 This would be attractive to prospective customers as it offers a genuine route into home 

ownership without the need for a mortgage or a deposit. They would not need to raise a 

significant deposit or take on substantial levels of personal debt. It is not reliant on 

behavioural change, where customers have an option to use a lower rent to contribute 

to a savings plan, but builds in saving through the direct acquisition of equity. It is simple 

to understand from the customer perspective – they pay a fixed amount each month and 

gradually own a home. Crucially, it offers a first home to people who are currently 

locked out of the mortgage market. 

 

This is one example of the sort of innovative product that housing associations can offer with 

government support and, crucially, greater flexibility. This additional flexibility would allow 

associations to not only deliver this specific product but also offer other routes into ownership 

that are tailored to the needs of the communities they serve. We would welcome the 

opportunity to bring organisations leading this innovative work together with the Government to 

discuss how these may be delivered. This would also provide an opportunity to discuss how the 

current Rent to Buy product could be improved to help more people into home ownership.  

 

Why this is needed  

In recent years Britain has seen the emergence of a sizeable number of people who are in work 

but struggling on their present income. The Federation recently published a research report 

about this group – The Coping Class: a new electoral battleground.  

 

Our research uncovered that, much like the rest of the country, housing is a top three issue for 

this group. However, crucially, three times as many of these people want to see the 

Government take action on housing. They not only want financial help for first-time buyers, but 

also investment to support housing associations build the homes the country needs. This is 

unsurprising as, for many of them, their current housing offer is characterised by: 

 

 a lack of affordability – with high and rising rents and house prices 

 a lack of certainty – with short tenancies and unpredictable rent increases 

 no route into home ownership – with high costs making it difficult to save for a deposit 

 



 

                                              

4. Access to land  

Having the right land available at the right price is a crucial factor in how many homes can be 

built and at what speed. In some parts of the country land can account for half the cost of 

development. We therefore welcomed the commitment from government in the last 

Comprehensive Spending Review to release enough public land to deliver 160,000 homes. 

 

Housing associations’ ability to access land at a fair price will increase the number of homes 

they can build. We therefore urge the Government to reach an agreement with the sector on 

priority access to the public land it has made available in return for the speeding up of building 

rates. By incentivising bidding on the basis of number and speed of homes built on this land, 

rather than price alone, the Government could further drive up supply. As part of this the 

Government should review Treasury guidance on best value. 

 

As well as taking action nationally, more could be done locally. Devolution deals should 

establish a mechanism for the identification, assessment and release of land and assets for 

housing development. This can be in the form of a Land Commission as in the West Midlands or 

a Joint Assets Board as in the North East. However, further clarity is still required regarding 

the powers these commissions will have to bring public land forward more quickly and at a 

price that supports the delivery of affordable housing. 

 

5. Unlocking private finance 

Upfront, flexible government investment has a vital role to play in creating long-term, stable 

and sustainable funding for housebuilding. However, equally important is the private finance 

housing associations bring to the table. For every £1 invested by government, associations put 

in £6 of their own money. This has allowed them to secure £80bn in private investment for new 

homes – almost £6bn each year – and build desperately needed affordable houses in every part 

of the country. 

 

The recently closed Affordable Homes Guarantee scheme (AHGS) gave a welcome boost to 

housing associations looking to access long-term, competitively priced finance to deliver 

affordable homes. By the time the scheme is complete, it will have provided £2.5bn of 

guaranteed lending to 70 housing associations to deliver 27,000 new affordable homes. In 

addition to the affordable homes directly funded under the AHGS, by virtue of its lower cost of 

finance, the programme has produced an estimated interest saving capable of financing a 

further 6,000–6,500 homes.  

 

The sector’s no default record means it came at no cost to the taxpayer, so there is a strong 

case for it continuing. A total of £10bn of guarantee capacity was committed by the Coalition 

Government via the Infrastructure (Financial Assistance) Act 2012. We understand that there is 

up to £4bn of unused guarantee capacity that could be allocated to support additional 

affordable housebuilding. To make more effective use of the Government’s strong balance 

sheet, and the confidence funders have in the sector, this guarantee capacity could also be 

extended to cover refinancing of existing debt. This would allow housing associations to lower 

the cost of historic debt and take on more private finance to fund affordable housing.  

 



 

                                              

Conclusion 

Housing associations are united by a single purpose – to ensure everyone in the country can live 

in a quality home that they can afford. This submission sets out five measures that would 

support the sector to deliver a great place to live for everyone. 

 

Taken together, these proposals would mean housing associations could deliver 335,000 homes 

over the lifetime of this Parliament – more than a third of the Government’s ambitious one 

million home manifesto commitment. This will deliver a step change in housebuilding, 

supporting the Government’s active industrial strategy by fostering greater innovation and 

ramping up supply.  

 

Housing associations look forward to working with the Government to tackle the housing deficit 

and help build a country that works for everyone. 


